
Who We Are  
Giveback Coffee was founded by Ernest and Faye in 2015. Ernest is a coffee geek and Finance 
graduate who recently graduated from the London School of Economics and Political Science. 
Faye is a SMU alumni who just returned to Singapore after completing her Masters in 
Sustainable Development at University College London. 

Scope* of Project 
Supply chain optimisation 
• To minimise wastage, maximise storage space, while upholding our policy of sending out 

freshly roasted beans within 1 week of roasting 
i. Raw coffee beans order from farmers/merchants (type of beans, quantity of beans etc.)  
ii. Contract roasting operations (how much to roast each batch, when to roast etc.)  
iii. Order fulfilment and distribution/delivery  

Recommendation engine 
• Work with Management team to develop recommendation engine to recommend products/

services based on individual sensory taste profiles, coffee brew methods and drinking habits 

Data Analytics 

Digital marketing  
• Targeted marketing  
• Search Engine Marketing and Search Engine Optimisation   

*The project scope can be discussed in detail and redefined. We are certainly open to new ideas and feedback. 

We Want You if You Are… 
Passionate about entrepreneurship & e-commerce, hungry to learn and have a winning attitude. 
We are also seeking a likeminded Tech co-founder to jump onboard!

Giveback Coffee is a flexible subscription-based e-commerce 
selling ethically-sourced and speciality grade coffee from 
exotic places such as El Salvador, Ethiopia, India, & Sumatra 

— to make ethically-sourced and freshly roasted coffee easily accessible to coffee drinkers, 
with a social intent to give back to the very communities that produce our beans. We subscribe 
to the direct-trade model whereby specialty and sustainably grown coffee beans are sourced 
directly from the farmers. This ensures full transparency and traceability of the beans, as well 
as fair prices and enduring relationships with the farmers.
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